
The last five years of my life has been an experience of growth and freedom in all ways. I

remember clearly being completely in the zone and super present with the sold out arena of

people. As I wrapped up my training the crowd’s applause and standing ovation touched my

heart. I could feel the energy of appreciation and transformation. I was fully satisfied

knowing that God has and continues to work through me to help touch the hearts of people

from around the globe. As I stepped off the stage I was greeted by the leaders of the

organization who were smiling ear to ear. Their event was successful and I see them wipe

tears of inspiration from their eyes. The event coordinator shook my hand and handed me

the remainder of my speaking fee, $15,000, then lead me to the VIP room where a few

hundred people were waiting for the Q&A breakout session, pictures and book signings.

Additional impact, and income of approximately $5000 were generated from many people

joining the Freedompreneurs Club online afterwards. Registrations for the mailing list came

in by the thousands and all social outlets experienced consistent growth.   

When my time at the event ended, I was driven to the airport. During this time I reflected on

the event, checked my e-mails and saw that my team had booked another 3 speaking

engagements and my schedule was filled with strategy calls. My wife Sarah joined me for

those speaking engagements. We spent a few days exploring each city and taking in the

scenery and the people. We enjoy travelling and being in new places and get a kick out of

experiencing new hotels and staying in different rooms.   

In between speaking, the days are spent on cultivating our land, growing fruits and

vegetables in the garden, playing with the animals and spending time on the lake. These

activities all come after my morning Sadhana which involves early morning chanting, yoga

and offerings at the alter and fire. Yogi life is a simple life that has helped me gain

tremendous clarity, health, personal peace and insight into the world, both seen and unseen.

My relationship with creator is strong and growing which spills into all relationships I have.

On the land we live on we host many spiritual retreats and business development retreats

where people have visited us from around the world. Family joins us often and from the

success we have experienced we have made many contributions to furthering the spiritual

development of the community. Fun, adventure, contribution and pleasure are daily

experiences and the feeling of Freedom is consistent.  
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I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO THE NEXT FIVE YEARS AND BEYOND!


